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WMU Office for Sustainability with Luis Louis

Meet our Non-motorized Transportation Fellow, Luis Morales! Luis is currently a Gibbs House Fellow and he works as a bicycle mechanic at Open Shop Nights. His work combines his passions for bicycling, engineering, and sustainability. This past Fall semester they had record attendance levels at Open Shop Nights! Anyone who is interested in getting assistance with bicycle maintenance should come to Open Shop Nights on Fridays from 1-6pm. Luis started out as a volunteer at the O...

See More

WMU Office for Sustainability with Joshua Turske

Have you ever wondered who empties all of those recycling bins on campus? Well wonder no more! Meet Josh Turske! Though he jokes that this job has killed his sense of smell, he knows it is important for the campus community as well as the Office for Sustainability. He recycles specific items like batteries and printer cartridges as well as checks the recycling bins and cardboard dumpsters for contamination. Next time you use one of the recycling bins (and we hope you use them often!) think of Josh and take the time to put your items in the right spot. Stay tuned next week for another student highlight from the OfS!
Twitter

WMU Sustainability
@WesustainWMU

TWEETS: 317
FOLLOWING: 239
FOLLOWERS: 435
Western Michigan U @wmunews - Mar 24
#WMU MT @WesustainWMU: Thanks to the students w/ @WMU_FAST yesterday for a campus cleanup! #WeSustain pic.twitter.com/FYCP7Cw87q

FAST @WMU_FAST - Apr 10
Had a great time at the student sustainability survey town hall meeting! #prizes #wmu #sustainability @WesustainWMU pic.twitter.com/k3KsapmErQ

WSA President @WSA_President - 47m
Hey, Broncos! Just over 24 hours left to vote for WMU for the Climate Leadership Awards! @WesustainWMU PoWeroGold planetforward.org/content/climat...

WMU Admissions @WMUAdmissions - Dec 30
@WesustainWMU at #WMU ensures our campus implements environmentally conscious initiatives. bit.ly/1d3M7nU #GoWest #WeSustain #WMU

WMUCAS @WMUCAS - Jan 30
Ethics Lecture Series featuring Andy Sanford, 4 p.m., Office of @WesustainWMU. #WMU #DiscoveryDriven
Throwing out a thank you to all those who volunteer and work towards a more sustainable future! #WeSustain #WMU pic.twitter.com/cN7HRkrqUl

"Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It's not." - Dr. Suess

If you're unhappy about WMU having school, here's a photo of a baby goat to help you feel better from @planetepics pic.twitter.com/4JG1s4CebH
Thank You!